Biomolecular motion characterization by a self-distribution-function procedure in elastic incoherent neutron scattering.
In the present paper we first focus on the role of the instrumental resolution in elastic incoherent neutron scattering (EINS) where the connection between the self-distribution function (SDF) and the measured EINS intensity profile is highlighted. Second we show how the SDF procedure, previously introduced, allows both the total and the partial mean-square displacement evaluations through the total and the partial SDFs. Finally, we compare the SDF and the Gaussian procedures, by applying the two approaches to EINS data collected, by the IN13 backscattering spectrometer (Institute Laue-Langevin, Grenoble), on aqueous mixtures of two homologous disaccharides, i.e., sucrose and trehalose, and on myoglobin.